
(Project Case study draft)

I'd like to show you a concept project I completed for a digital company. With no instruction, limited resources, and at my expense, I 
created an entire concept and design, the produced and implemented a website on Webflow, a hosted email on Hubspot, and a sales 
sheet - all matching the branding of that company. (I made 90% of the creative assets from scratch) 

https://blue-monster-blue-light-glasses.webflow.io/

Goal:

Build a brand different from existing brands with blue light filtered glasses.
Current brands speak to the adult/parent/guardian.
Blue Monster Blue Light Glasses speak to the kid - what a kid wants, they get.
Parents and guardians can find medical stats and supporting information on the site.

    Happy kid, happy parent.

Online:

The website would have category informational pages supporting the glasses and product detail pages inclusive for boys and girls.
The video would be a kid wearing the blue light glasses and having a good time studying.
Pinterest and Instagram seem like they'd be good platforms to showcase the many types of kids wearing the Blue Monsters
(different durable glass styles, varying kid ages, ethnicities and face shapes)

Concepts:

With limited resources, I researched what's currently leading the market. 
Blue Monsters are different - not showing boring stock photography. 
Using pics of real kids and the use of really cool animation and After Effects to show the blue light (not a cheesy color spectrum
bouncing thru glasses with an arrow).
I built monsters, sourced fonts and created a brand mockup.
Through my research, I found the top sites for younger kids, and found a common theme; fun, colorful with educational games and
informative subjects.
Nick, Cool Math Games, PBS Kids, and Nick Jr all serve 7 to 5 million estimated unique visitors per month (according to
eBizMBA Rank). Blue Monsters have this branding.

PDF Attached:

Home page
Email
Creative assets
Sales sheet
Digital billboard mockup
Examples of inspiring site

Hosted email:
I created and deployed a hosted email from my Hubspot account. It's an email using EP branding showcasing the new product. 

Website:
https://blue-monster-blue-light-glasses.webflow.io/
(formerly hosted: BlueMonsterBlueLightGlasses.store)

This link is for the site I built in Webflow; the home page is focus. Uses EP branding to showcase the Blue Monsters.

https://blue-monster-blue-light-glasses.webflow.io/
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